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ALTER ECHO(e)S

“A coming together of apparent opposites, (…) the 
magical transformative power of the heart and emotion, 

of the visible and the invisible, of the conscious and the 
unconscious”  

(Fabrice Samyn)  

Steeped in art historical references, Fabrice Samyn’s paintings, 
sculptures, installations and performances (*1981) form ‘alter echoes’ 
with works from the Old Master and Magritte Museums.

This visitor’s guide allows you, as you pass through the 
rooms and travel across the centuries, to see each work from the 
artist as an ‘echo’ of a work from our own collection. It’s not only 
about juxtaposing, comparing or associating works sometimes 
separated by several centuries, it’s also about revealing 
resonances.

Echoes, whether from nearby or far away, which can be heard 
in these rooms like the voice of the ancient nymph (Ɛχꭣ) who was 
one day struck by the beauty of an unattainable reality.

Just like this myth, our points of view, and the museum itself, 
are transformed into a place for questions and for contemplation, 
where memory and meaning, the past and the present, the visible 
and the invisible, come together.

We hope you enjoy your visit!

*after the title of a poem by Fabrice Samyn, published in 2020.



Fabrice Samyn
Eve & Adam, 2018 
Private collection

Fabrice Samyn
Endogenous / Exogenous, 2018
courtesy of the artist 

Constant Montald
The Fountain of Inspiration,  1907
inv.12105
•   To be found in the Forum of 
the Museum

PARADISE LOST  

Sometimes Fabrice Samyn’s sculptures, 
paintings and installations explore the 
concept of ‘metatextuality’, which links 
together all the various elements.

As a curtain-raiser Eve & Adam questions our 
origins. The painting shows us a couple, which 
the composition divides into two halves. Put 
together they would form an androgynous 
being, simultaneously feminine and masculine. 
Openings in their t-shirts reveal their nipples, 
in isolation. This refers to the embryonic stage 
which precedes sexual differentiation in 
humans.

The title Eve & Adam also conjures up 
the theme of The Fall. Samyn suggests this by 
the inclusion of a fallen ‘tree of knowledge’, 
devoured by wood-eating larvae, who are 
thriving due to global warming. The chambers 
that these insects have ‘tunnelled’ have 
been outlined with an application of gold 
leaf. This precious metal has been recovered 
from computer equipment that has been 
recycled by reconverted colonial businesses. 
The depletion of the natural resources of a 
deranged and disturbed planet hovers over 
us, like a silent threat. “Will we need to flee our 
earthly paradise?”

Nearby, cuttings have been taken 
from clusters of agave blossoms. This plant, 
originally from central America, signs its own 

death warrant when it flowers, just once in its life, 
in order to reproduce: the effort required is such 
that soon after flowering it dries out, leaving these 
remains behind, which look like religious crosses, 
that the artist then removes and reuses. Fabrice 
Samyn projects a celestial chart onto these stems. 
The stars are marked with fragments cut from 
emergency thermal blankets. These suggest the 
migrant crises being experienced in the region 
which the plant originally comes from (the border 
between Mexico and the United States) and those 
where it has since been transplanted, like the 
Mediterranean basin.

“The human race living in a circular world, 
without borders between north and south, the stars 
and the earth, the dead and the living.”

More than a century before Fabrice Samyn, the 
idealistic painter Constant Montald already 
dreamt about a similar world with no borders. 
Painted as one of a pair designed to grace the 
entrance hall to the museum, The Fountain of 
Inspiration leads us into a sacred forest; would 
everything there be just ‘luxury, tranquillity and 
bliss’? Young people are absorbing art and 
creativity by drinking a dark liquid, which may 
also be the elixir of knowledge. Beyond the 
wonderment of meaning and the shimmering of 
the gold, the artist encourages us to contemplate 
the power of the imagination… (jPTh)

Fabrice Samyn
The Fallen Tree of Knowledge, 
2020
courtesy of the artist  
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The common thread of this 
journey is a questioning of the 
status of the image in the service 
of religious dogma, the artist 
offering us a rereading of various 
subjects taken from the Bible.
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ARDENT  

Fire: a fascinating as well as a destructive 
element. In the Judgement of Otto, the 
countess submits to her fate. She holds a red-
hot iron bar without experiencing any pain, 
proof of an irreversible divine intervention 
and thus a demonstration of her husbands’ 
innocence. A parable of blind devotion? 
Fire is also shown to be the consequence 
of deceit: the empress will be burnt alive. 
Fabrice Samyn’s work involving fire is part of 
a reflection on the ideas of iconoclasm and 
idolatry. His burnt figures of the Virgin refer 
symbolically to the burning bush: spiritual 
flames that ignite but that do not consume. 
Wooden figures used in the worship of the 
Virgin Mary have been burnt then covered 
with liquid resin. Living sap, the tree’s blood, 
transformed into a warm, erosive flow of 
liquid. A reference to fertility cults? Fire is also 
known for its purification capabilities, by 
making fields fertile again for example. Is this 
an allusion to the black virgins to be found in 
our rural areas? Their origin and exact purpose 
continue to fascinate and intrigue. Encased 
within the resin, the wood appears to have 
been transformed into stone with orange-
coloured metallic reflections. The idol has 
become shapeless: an allegory for a power 
that we cannot see? (V.M.)

TO SEE OR NOT…  

The ancient Greek author Euripides described 
Hecuba, the Queen of Troy, blinding the 
Thracian king Polymnestor, in order to avenge 
the death of her youngest son. Hecuba 
doesn’t kill Polymnestor but makes sure that, 
just before losing his sight, he witnesses the 
murder of his own sons. The artist brings 
together three figures, emerging from the 
shadows, in a swirling composition: Hecuba 
with outstretched hands, Polymnestor with a 
clenched fist, and a woman who is restraining 
him. With Fabrice Samyn as well, the visual 
memory is part of the telling. A blind woman 
settles on one side of the curtain while 
Fabrice Samyn sits on the other without ever 
having seen her. The curtain has an opening 
that allows Samyn to touch her face while 
simultaneously sculpting fibrous china clay 
into the image that arises from his tactile 
perception. The white figure who looks out 
at us in a peculiar way, exists above all in 
his imagination, in the same way that the 
blind woman only lives with an internalised 
image of herself. “Don’t look but feel”; with 
respect and curiosity in Fabrice Samyn’s piece, 
through revenge and the desire to obliterate in 
Giuseppe Maria Crespi’s. (M.K.)

Fabrice Samyn
Blind Piece 1: Invisible but 
Tangible, 2016
Courtesy of the artist

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled Untitled, from the Black 
is Virgin series , 2016
Courtesy of the artist

Giuseppe Maria Crespi
Hecuba blinding Polymnestor, 
inv.257

Dirk Bouts
The Judgement of Emperor Otto: 
Trial by Fire, around 1471-73,
inv. 1448
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E(   )LIPSE  

The rays of light emanating from the Virgin 
Mary and the infant Jesus highlight their 
special status. The sun is just one step away 
from the moon, or rather just one cycle away. 
Saint Mary is sometimes associated with 
the moon, a symbol of chastity, and is also 
linked to the iconography for the Woman of 
the Apocalypse. Surrounded by sunlight and 
crowned with stars, a crescent moon is placed 
at her feet. It is also only one step from ellipse 
to eclipse, or rather only one letter changed. 
The elliptical circle which traces the orbital 
trajectory of the planets, creates an eclipse. 
A cosmic ballet: the heavenly bodies dance 
and spin around, creating their own gradual 
disappearances and reappearances. Fabrice 
Samyn represents an eclipse by using an 
oxidised antique Chinese mirror, on which 
a slender crescent moon shape has been 
repolished, allowing a partial reflection to 
reappear. The image becomes obscured, 
reappears, then disappears again…. The 
ellipse can also adopt narrative meanings, 
suggesting a jump in time, the omission of 
certain elements. ‘To See with Ellipse’ – the title 
of this exhibition – reminds us that reality is 
only ever partially revealed to us. (V.M.)

REMOVALS  

On Mount Golgotha, which literally means 
the place of the skull, Christ is mourned by 
Mary, John and Mary Magdalen, who is 
recognisable by the pot of ointment with 
which she had earlier anointed his feet. 
Mary and John’s clothes form a red and blue 
backdrop for the tortured body, wrapped 
in a white loincloth. In the background the 
sky is brightening, announcing, according to 
Christian faith, a new era of redemption which 
will erase Adam and Eve’s original sin. In this 
small panel Rogier van der Weyden shows us 
a pivotal spiritual journey from darkness into 
light.

We find this same compression of 
thought in The Color of Time, a modest 
dome under which Fabrice Samyn creates a 
masterful natural colour effect. Next to the 
Pietà, this sunrise also seems to offer us the 
possibility of redemption, or maybe not.

Art as the Apocalypse of the 
inescapable. (M.K.)

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from The Color of Time 
series, 2014, 
Collection Tom Jonckers 

Rogier van der Weyden
Pietà, around 1441, inv.3515

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from the Toward Total 
Eclipse series, 2014, 
Collection Delphine Dupont

Rogier van der Weyden (after) 
The Virgin and Child,  before 
1494, inv.330
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MIRAGES  

This painting by Fabrice Samyn depicts an eye 
in close up as if set in a mould. The delicate 
folds of the eyelids are painted in grey and 
pink tones; these tones suggest the washed-
out skin colours from a faded photograph. Out 
of focus, the brush stroke blurs the reflection of 
a mirror in the eye.

Astonishingly, this detail was not taken 
from a portrait or a human figure painted by 
Cranach the Elder. The stag lying down behind 
Eve in the panels depicting Adam and Eve in 
the Garden of Eden provided the inspiration. 
Or rather, the close attention paid by Fabrice 
Samyn reveals the surprise: the reflection 
of the window from the painter’s studio, in 
paradise.

A lost paradise or a forbidden garden, 
should the artist, by referring to original sin and 
the fall, include this reflection of a window? He 
uses it like a short-circuiting, or an interruption, 
of representation.

Don’t we say that the eyes are the 
windows to the soul or the mirror of the soul? 
( jPTh)

EROS-THANATOS  

Arrows pierce the fragile flesh of a man 
tied to a tree. The panel by Hans Memling 
depicts the martyrdom of Saint Sebastian, a 
Roman soldier from the third century who had 
converted to the still forbidden Christian faith. 
The defenceless man succeeds in enduring 
suffering with absolute serenity. Clearly the 
strength of his belief is enough to overcome 
the physical pain, which serves to convince us 
of the all-powerful nature of his faith.

Fabrice Samyn’s Sebastian is placed 
in an enclosed dramatic chiaroscuro setting, 
far removed from a landscape setting, which 
can distract the spectator. He is desperately 
looking upwards for salvation, while hints of 
mortality are already beginning to be seen 
within his body. Soon the sensual curves of his 
torso will disappear, and only the skeleton, 
already becoming visible, will remain. The 
underlying sense of death (Thanatos) is 
revealed through living energy (Eros). To unite 
them, Samyn as much as Memling, resorts to 
visual art. (M.K.)

Fabrice Samyn
Lucas Cranach’s Studio,  
2009, Private collection 

Fabrice Samyn
Beyond Eros and Thanatos  
1625-2012, Private collection 

Hans Memling 
The Martyrdom of Saint 
Sebastian, around 1475, inv.2927

Lucas I Cranach 
Eve, inv.2627



REFLECTIONS  

By covering an hourglass with a thin silvered 
reflective layer, Fabrice Samyn subtly changes 
the symbolic meaning of this time-related 
object. The glass containing trickling sand 
measuring passing time …now reflects the 
movements of the visitors or the changing 
light of the museum’s timeless architecture. 
Symmetrical, reflective and gleaming, the two 
parts of the object now no longer need to be 
turned upside down to restart the cycle.

Eyes and mirrors already went hand 
in hand in the baroque period. In a sculpture 
by Ludovic Willemssens, in the form of a 
hand-held amulet, the eye and the mirror, 
next to books and a compass, represent 
cautiousness, intuition, knowledge and 
reason. They give precise form to the abstract 
idea of “carefulness”. All the Time We Are by 
Fabrice Samyn allows the reflected observer 
himself to become an allegory: the incarnation 
of time. ( jPTh)

COMPASSION  

In The Entombment, the central panel of the 
Haneton Triptych, Bernard van Orley depicts 
Christ surrounded by seven characters, 
gathered together in a confined space, tightly 
framed. The gold background recalls those 
from Byzantine painting but also Rogier van 
der Weyden’s Decent from the Cross. In the 
latter work, the striking depiction of the tears 
brimming in the eyes and flowing down the 
faces of the protagonists has often been 
underlined. Van Orley pays similar attention 
to these details. The beads of moisture on 
the faces of the women delicately echo the 
reflections in some of their veils and jewellery. 
The sorrow of this episode is expressed 
through the emotions of the characters, 
mainly through their tears. Fabrice Samyn also 
focuses on this detail of the tears, which seem 
to have been lifted straight from Van Orley’s 
panel in order to produce a refined piece of 
jewellery. Two glass drops are attached to an 
old bronze eyeglass frame. Whilst remaining 
delicate and restrained, he manages to give 
tangible form to the notion of suffering, which 
is laden with meaning and complexity. (V.M.)

Fabrice Samyn
From Pain to Compassion, 
2018, Courtesy of the artist

Bernard Van Orley 
Haneton Triptych, ca. 1520, 
inv.358

Fabrice Samyn
All the Time We Are, 2009, 
Private collection

Ludovicus Willemssens
Carefulness, 1700,  inv.12141
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STIGMATA  

In this monumental Peter Paul Rubens 
composition, we can see Mary, John and two 
other women mourning the dead Christ, while 
Mary Magdalene gathers up the nails with 
which he has just been crucified. An angel 
wearing red, holding the spear which pierced 
Christ’s side, invites us to witness a spiritual 
encounter between Jesus and Giovanni 
di Pietro di Bernardone, better known as 
Saint Francis, a rich Italian from the twelfth 
century who decided to lead a life of humility 
and compassion in the image of Christ. By 
following Christ’s example, Saint Francis did 
not only become spiritually transformed 
but physically too, as we can see from the 
stigmata on his body, hands and feet.

Fabrice Samyn uses watercolour to 
paint the skeleton of a right foot, upon which 
a purple mark appears. Taken together with 
Rubens’s Pietà this mark could also suggest the 
idea of a supernatural scar, symbolic of Saint 
Francis’s desire to identify with Christ.

By treating this mark as a stigmata, are 
we not also implicitly identifying with it? (M.K.)

  

VIRTUE, VICE & VERSA  

The traditional representations of Saint Jerome 
often show him penitent in the wilderness. 
Shown without his splendid hat and cardinals’ 
cloak, he is accompanied by the lion he had 
previously helped. In Samyn’s hyperrealist 
painting we observe his feminine version, a 
Saint “Jéromine”, whose elliptical hat is in the 
form of a halo?

Opulence or licentiousness? The scarlet 
cloak contrasts with the glimpsed nudity.

With all these shifts in meaning and 
changes in traditional iconography, Samyn 
questions our viewpoints and our shifting 
morals. “Can lust be elevated to a virtue?” He 
is clearly referring to the passions (virginity 
and abstinence) which Saint Jerome wrote 
about.

Does the second part of the title suggest 
that once passions have cooled, outside 
temptations for human beings are removed? 
In Provoost’s painting from the sixteenth 
century, it is next to an image of the Virgin and 
Child that the scene of the removal of the thorn 
from the lion’s paw is enacted. As with the wild 
animal who has become a protector, couldn’t 
we think of passion as a virtue, once it has 
been emptied of all infatuation? (jPTh)

Fabrice Samyn
The Cardinal Lioness or The 
Withdrawn Spine, 2014
Private collection

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from the Stigmata 
series2011, Courtesy of the artist 

Jan Provoost 
The Penitent Saint Jerome 
inv.10817

Peter Paul Rubens and studio, 
Pietà with Saint Francis, inv.164
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Today it struck me as being obvious; I am time.
Today came to me immobile.
Today I am named, it’s my voice.
What a relief to be time, to no longer need it or lose it: how can I not have 
time if I am time?
I am time like water following its course in the river, I trace time, like I trace 
my shadow.
I am my shadow, its shape is my design, as I am as much yesterday as I am 
tomorrow and just as much as both of them.
I am only this drum roll grandly announcing himself;
Oh how my heart lurches, feeling its pounding!
And I breathe like water in this sinking bed. Yes, this water, because it flows 
as a river, and when it becomes sea one day, re-joining this fullness of the 
given: the river is its own fast.
I am all time we all are at this instant, and it’s wonderful.

Fabrice Samyn © 2006
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ELLIPTICAL  

In each painting from the Ellipse series, we 
recognise an image from the moving celestial 
body; an ellipse is the shape made by a 
satellite orbiting a planet or the movement 
around a star. However, revisiting the history of 
ancient art, Fabrice Samyn here traces a circle 
seen in perspective, which materializes as 
liquid in a glass. He was inspired here by those 
“pieces of pictorial virtuosity”, with which 
Pieter Claesz, Willem Claesz Heda or even Jan 
Davidsz de Heem, excelled in the seventeenth 
century. In their still lives time is suspended 
and takes on a meditative quality. The 
combined transparencies of liquid and glass 
interact with reflected light. The preserve of 
the sophisticated and wealthy, these objects 
remind us, not least through their fragility, of 
their insignificance when faced with the infinity 
of our world. As Vanitas they underline our 
mortal condition.

To a dizzying degree, Samyn, like his 
predecessors, glimpses and shares these 
points of contact between microcosm and 
macrocosm, peaceful and metaphysical life.
(jPTh)

FLAMES  

The detail of the flames in Georges de La Tour’s 
paintings inspired Fabrice Samyn to paint an 
ambitious series.

This flame motif, frail and powerful at 
the same time, is painted the same size as 
a human figure. The few square centimetres 
of the original painting that illuminate 
the Lorraine artists composition, are thus 
reproduced on a monumental scale. 

Magdalen with Two Flames or The 
Penitent Magdalen, now in New York, 
reproduces the image of a burning candle in a 
mirror. By reproducing this distinctive feature, 
Samyn also questions the notion of reflection.

How can we conjure up or represent 
divinity in a picture? Emptied of all human 
presence, but brought up to our scale, the 
painting becomes abstract. It is reduced to 
its essential chiaroscuro, an approach that is 
simultaneously iconoclastic and a celebration 
of light.

In The Emmaus Disciples, from the 
Caravaggesque Abraham Bloemaert, the 
flames also flicker as if there was an actual 
physical movement or a draft. They also 
delineate a mysterious and sacred space, 
illuminating the appearance of Christ, “a light 
that shines amongst the shadows’… (jPTh)

Fabrice Samyn
The Penitent Magdalen, 
Metropolitan Museum of Art, 
New York City, 2012, 
Private collection, Belgium  

Fabrice Samyn
Ellipse #1, 2011, Private collection

Abraham Bloemaert 
The Emmaus Disciples, 1622, 
inv.3705  
• To be found in the Old 
Masters Museum: Room 07 
(Paccar) Dutch School

Jan Davidsz. de Heem
The Pewter Jug, around 1643, 
inv. 2852



POSES  

Fabrice Samyn was drawn to the detail of 
Narcissus’s right hand in the famous picture 
by Caravaggio. He faithfully reproduces 
the detail on canvas but turns it on its side, 
so that it is vertical. The horizontal line that 
separates the hand from the water is thus 
transformed into a straight line like a mirror’s 
surface. The hand, initially resting on the 
ground, becomes joined to another, in prayer. 
The reflection alters the original and its status. 
It transforms it from an object of pride to a 
source of mysterious contemplation. In Gabriel 
Grupello’s sculpture the feelings conveyed by 
Narcissus’s hands is very expressive. His left 
hand raised towards his chest is evidence of 
the admiration the young man feels for himself. 
His right hand, tensed behind him, expresses, 
for its part, the almost simultaneous anxiety 
that overwhelms him when he realises that he 
cannot stop looking at himself. (V.M.)

BREATH  

Jacob Vrel paints an interior that will remain 
static whatever happens: time is suspended. 
Maybe this is the reason why it is almost 
monochromatic; shadow and light, with very 
little variation in the intermediate tones. We 
are in a bedroom with an austere atmosphere. 
The only glimmer is the light towards which a 
young man gazes, full of hope, as if, beyond 
the window, a better world awaited him.

 In the same way, Fabrice Samyn 
reminds us of an essential characteristic of 
painting: silence. Here, by contrast to Vrel’s 
interior, a man outside is looking in. Alone, 
naked, he’s looking for what can be found on 
the other side of the window. His own breath 
is the only visible sign of life. The man seems 
to be earnestly searching for something that 
is missing, just like the young man in Vrel’s 
painting. (M.K.) 

Fabrice Samyn
Narcissus?, 2014
Private collection   

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from The Seen Breath 
series, 2019, Private collection   

Gabriel Grupello 
Narcissus, inv.3468 
• To be found in the Old 
Masters Museum: corridor 
between the Bernheim and 
Boël Rooms

Jacobus Vrel 
Dutch Interior, inv.2826 
•   to discover in the Old 
masters Museum: Room 04 
(Paccar) Dutch School 



FORGET ME NOT  

Painting a vase full of flowers is a striking way 
to make the ephemeral last for ever. While he 
was still a child, the still life painter Joseph de 
Bray, learnt his trade from his father Salomon. 
In 1664 he died of the plague in Haarlem 
aged around thirty. In the foreground of this 
restrained composition the painter has placed 
flowers on a slab of marble, almost merging 
with the dark shadowy background. Even the 
white lilies can’t dispel the thoughts of death.

Fabrice Samyn started painting still 
lives when he was a child. He recovered 
them. In 2014, in his early thirties, he 
completed a replica of one of his childhood 
drawings, based on the original bunch of 
flowers, including the blue vase. In the way 
it is displayed, the work is looking back 
and forward at the same time. We are 
simultaneously confronted with a memory 
of the past and a vision of the future, 
encapsulated through his use of myosotis 
(commonly called “Forget-Me-Not” in English), 
imperishable and immortalised in the artists’ 
work, whether he is called Samyn or de Bray.
(M.K.)

THRESHOLDS  

In Magritte’s work, the image is about 
thresholds: between the real and the surreal, 
between an object and its representation, 
between what is comprehensible or 
incomprehensible. If many people associate 
the use of veiled people in Magritte’s work 
with his mother’s suicide (found drowned with 
her face covered with fabric), the artist himself 
has never addressed the question. This theory 
still remains open to interpretation, with no 
definitive answer. To not unveil in order to 
better reveal. "Mourning..." by Fabrice Samyn 
is part of this same thought process. Three 
paintings have been draped with fabric, but 
leaving hints as to what they might depict. 
Each picture represents a mirror painted at 
a different time of the day. The play of dark 
and light created by the folds in the fabric 
underlines the idea of time passing.

In the Jewish faith, during periods of 
mourning, families generally cover up mirrors 
with large sheets. According to their belief, 
the sadness of the mourners could delay 
the ascension of the soul by forty days. 
It’s a way of protecting ourselves from our 
own reflection, which reminds us of a body 
destined to disappear and to face up to the 
loss of others.

It’s also a way of thinking about objects 
and their representation, as a painted mirror 
can only in the end reflect nothing but the 
image of a reflection, being itself already an 
image.  (V.M.)

Fabrice Samyn
Forget Me Not, from the When 
Are You More You? series,
 1987-2014, Private collection 

Joseph de Bray
Flowers, 
 inv.6315

Fabrice Samyn
Mourning Through the Day (or 
the covered mirror), 2015, Private 
collection, Brussels

Fabrice Samyn
Threshold, 2018, Private 
Collection

René Magritte
The Main Story, (1928), 
Collection Belfius Banque & 
Assurances 
 •   To be found in MMM+3 



The contemporary artists exhibited this season 
question in an original way the missions and 
values of the Royal Museums. Discover their 
questions, participate in the debate and share 
your views on our social media channels by 
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       Does 
          the 
    museum  
               help us 
   get in  
         touch with 
                our 
   vulnerability

? 
Fabrice Samyn



FABRICE 
SAMYN 
IN
THE 
MAGRITTE
MUSEUM

The work and thinking of René Magritte 
continue to stimulate contemporary art, as we 
can see from the works by Gavin Turk, Joseph 
Kosuth or Nicolas Party within these walls. The 
Royal Museums of Fine Arts of Belgium have 
the pleasure of welcoming Fabrice Samyn 
so that his works can interact with those of 
the great surrealist master. The two artists 
have several points in common, whether it 
is the way they both juxtapose contrasting 
images, or take risks in representing silence 
and emptiness, or by exploring the visual 
dimension of words. 
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CORRESPONDENCE 

When a word is translated into another 
language, its form changes most of the time. But 
what about its meaning?

It was this question that Fabrice Samyn 
wanted to answer in his work Correspondence 
Piece IV.

The artist had a love letter translated 
into the languages from countries found at 
the same latitude as Belgium: 50 degrees 
north. The initial letter was written in French, 
translated and transcribed from country 
to country, from left to right, and it returned 
to its source, its native country, its original 
language, like a boomerang. Transformed by 
its linguistic journey, the final version no longer 
“corresponded” exactly to the original. 

As in Magritte’s word-paintings, love, 
universal as it may be, takes on many different 
forms. It is changed by the way it is used, by 
different cultures, by different individuals, 
by time and space. When this piece is 
translated, will it have the same meaning? Will 
it correspond to the artist’s original intention? 
(G.B.)

OPENINGS 

On the top floor of the museum Fabrice Samyn 
and René Magritte share the sky together in 
the same way as they share the clouds. Clouds 
evolve and develop, many times, in both 
artists work.

In Fabrice Samyn’s work the clouds are 
anything but “virtual”. These accumulations 
of vapour are solidified, taking shape with 
texture and heft. According to the artist it is 
about “rethinking something sacred that is out 
of reach”. They literally fall to earth and touch 
us. “A piece of the sky that falls….”

But what if when it falls to earth the 
marble cloud splits with a crash; isn’t it so that 
a “visible” stone is released in new “invisible” 
forms?

By contrast, René Magritte reproduces 
clouds more as concepts. He paints them 
without depth, nor texture, just as we see them 
on the wallpapers that line his dreamscapes…. 
But when his surrealist poet friends suddenly 
give them titles loaded with meaning, like 
with The Curse, they become charged with 
significance, disturbing, and we think about 
them in a completely different way.

Painting what is “beyond” the sky or 
to sculpt what is “out of reach”, combines 
seriousness with lightness, associating 
contrasting realities…so many echoes 
between the two worlds, as similar and as 
different as the clouds themselves.  (G.B.)

Fabrice Samyn
The Hatching of the Cloud, 2021, 
Courtesy of the artist

Fabrice Samyn
Correspondence Piece IV : 
Letter to Space – 
Activation I : Love Letter to an 
Unknown Person, 2014, Private 
Collection

René Magritte 
The Curse, (1960), Private 
Collection,  Belgium 
• To be found on Floor +1

René Magritte 
The Use of Words, (1927-1929), 
inv. 11530 
• To be seen further on in the 
exhibition 



TIME 

If, in the work of a celebrated Spanish 
surrealist watches melt, become soft, with 
René Magritte the presence of a fixed static 
clock could well be a challenge for a concept 
as complex as time. As he does with language, 
the Belgian artist encourages us to question 
the rules governing time. What shapes and 
images are used for this? Are hours, minutes 
and seconds as illusory as words? The cyclical 
character of nature partly controls time, but 
this is not the only aspect of its makeup. But its 
importance has grown in our society, as we 
endlessly try to catch up with it, to monetise 
it. In a poetic way, Fabrice Samyn offers the 
visitor a completely different experience of 
time. Through a watch and a necklace, he 
provides a temporary suspension of time. This 
abstract flow is exposed to its own relativity. 
The sand doesn’t trickle in the hourglass. The 
fossilised shell of an ammonite replaces a 
watch face. Even though it is an indicator of 
time, its spiral shape suggests infinity. These 
pieces will be worn by the gallery attendants, 
the guardians of time.(V.M.)

FLAMES 

Since the Renaissance, paintings have often 
been seen as windows through which we look 
at the visible world. But here, with this work 
from the Threshold series, Fabrice Samyn stops 
us in our tracks. We will always think of a door, 
whether open or closed, as a passageway to 
a different dimension. Wood has been gilded 
then burnt. The gold colour evokes light, the 
timeless radiance that we associate with 
icons. By magnifying it, fire reveals the “flame”, 
that of the wood grain, as well as human 
warmth. Fire is a force for revelation but also 
destruction, an iconoclastic power that leads 
everything towards extinction or negation….

With Magritte’s work, thinking beyond 
its title, The Imp of the Perverse erects a wall 
that prevents us from exploring a dark space, 
typical of the artist’s dark “cavernous” period. 
The material covering the wall, simultaneously 
inert and alive, suggests molten metal, 
cement, or a disintegrating skin…. Openings 
reveal the substance of the structure: wood, 
whose grain is reproduced with the precision 
of trompe l’oeil.  

Both artists, straddling transparency 
and opacity, draw together enigma and 
revelation, creation and destruction, mystery 
and poetry. ( jPTh)

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from the Threshold 
series, 2016, Courtesy of the 
artist

Fabrice Samyn
Stairs of Time| Still Flow, 2018. 
• Pieces of jewelry are worn by 
the Magritte Museum gallery 
attendants

René Magritte 
The Imp of the Perverse, (1928), 
inv.7418 

René Magritte 
Reflections of Time, 1928, private 
collection, Courtesy Fondation 
Magritte 



MOONLIGHT 

Fabrice Samyn, fascinated by eclipses, 
questions the idea of cycle. Seven antique 
Chinese mirrors, whose surfaces have been 
oxidised over time, have been partially 
cleaned and polished by the artist, in a way 
that the polished parts expand and diminish. 
The polished areas reflect light again. The 
visitor is encouraged to look at themselves 
in them. Samyn asks us to reconsider the 
time scale of our lives set against cosmic 
experience. 

René Magritte’s final completed work, 
The Blank Page, marvellously demonstrates 
the artist’s taste for distrust. Accustomed to 
painting new moons, this time the surrealist 
artist makes an exception to the rule by 
showing us a full moon. This choice was an 
afterthought, when he decided to overpaint 
the new moon that he had initially planned, 
because the visual impact wasn’t strong 
enough: the moon had to be seen “on top” 
of the leaves and not “through” them. This 
painting marked the end of Magritte’s 
career, even though its title announced a new 
departure, the possible hatching of a future 
plan. It’s all about the cycle.

The new moon or the full moon, the egg 
or the chicken…which came first?

Reflections, vanity…everything is also a 
question of appearance. Like that of the moon 
on top of the leaves. (V.M.) 

CADAVRE EXQUIS 

« Smile, its serious»!
Chamfort (the singer, not the moralist from the 18th century) 

The title Between Us is maybe a deliberate 
challenge to the spectator, who is invited to 
decipher the various assembled elements. 
It’s above all a joint creation by Marianne 
Berenhaut and Fabrice Samyn. During the 
recent lockdown the two artists communicated 
together through this exchange of objects.

A perch – without a cage! – with a nest 
that hides a door lock which…etc., etc.

Fabrice Samyn collaborates here with 
an elder partner who, since the 1960s, has 
assembled items from daily life in order to try 
and confront the great traumas of the 20th 
century, or who elevates the humble treasures 
of our daily lives. Together, the two artists 
explore “the meanings that develop through 
otherness”.

Experimental and playful, the process 
reuses the writing and drawing game of 
“consequences”, which was adopted by the 
surrealists in Paris. Occasionally, Magritte 
and his friends (here four of them!) played this 
game, which is based on random chance. One 
of the participants begins a drawing, and 
the next one continues, but without seeing 
what has already been drawn on the piece of 
paper, and so on, until the final unveiling. ( jPTh)

 

Marianne Berenhaut & 
Fabrice samyn
Between Us, 2021, 
Courtesy Dvir Gallery

René Magritte - Louis 
Scutenaire - Irène Hamoir - Paul 
Nougé 
Cadavre exquis, 1934, inv.12124 

René Magritte 
The Domain of Arnheim, (1962)
inv.10707 
• These works can be found on 
MMM +1

René Magritte 
The Blank Page, 1967, inv.10711 
• These works can be found on 
MMM +1

Fabrice Samyn
In the Glimpse of an I, 2016, 
Private collection



MOULDED 

By making a cast of his nipple, Fabrice Samyn 
produces an astonishing self-portrait for 
us. It’s also partly ours, everyone’s. Isolated 
from the rest of the body a nipple becomes 
sexually neutral. It allows us to experience 
the whole range of genre classifications 
which nowadays are being increasingly 
adopted in order to end the restrictive binary 
interpretations of our lives. Made from an old 
first world war medal, this piece, if worn, would 
reveal a small erogenous area of our body, 
usually covered with clothes or censored by 
many people.

As a souvenir of 1918, the artist has 
also kept the medal ribbon. Multicoloured, 
it transcended the borders then in place, 
because the medal was issued jointly by the 
eighteen victorious allied countries. Today it is 
similar to the rainbow flag associated with the 
LGBTQIA+ community since the end of the 1970s.

And what about Magritte? In his work 
did he also try to deconstruct the conventions 
surrounding both sexes in order to create new 
classifications? Can we break free from our 
biological origins? ( jPTh)

ENLIGHTENMENT 

“Mystery is what enlightens knowledge”. 

It is with these words that René Magritte 
concludes his text The Ignorant Fairy, which the 
painting of the same name represents, using 
the features of Anne-Marie Gillion Crowet, 
a “fairy” listening to a candle flame which is 
casting a shadowy light.

Fairies have the power to transform 
something into its opposite. Prescient beings, 
they know, just like the surrealists, that mystery 
plays a part in understanding the world.

Could this phrase of Magritte’s in its 
turn shed light on Fabrice Samyn’s series Feu 
la vie? A flame made of crystal seems to melt 
like snow in front of the sun. It encapsulates 
the mystery of life and death, which also gives 
rise to the expression “fire of life”, which means 
death in French.

A metaphor for worship and destruction, 
the living flame can be held up in the way that 
we revere an icon, or it consumes as with the 
burning of idols. It melts, just like the candles in 
places of worship. But the fire is frozen in crystal 
and time stops, immortalising it in this moment.

If Magritte assembles opposites in his 
Ignorant Fairy, Fabrice Samyn, as a “learned 
magician”, melds them together. From the 
prescient fairy to translucid crystal, alchemy is 
at work, and confirms that Magic, Mystery and 
Knowledge are but one! (G.B.)

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled #4, from the Feu la vie 
series, 2010
Courtesy of the artist

Fabrice Samyn
Once Androgynous, 2014, 
Courtesy of the artist

René Magritte 
The Ignorant Fairy, 1956 
Collection Baronne Gillion 
Crowet

René Magritte 
Drawing for Moralité du 
Sommeil by Paul Eluard, 
published by L'Aiguile 
aimantée, Brussels, avril 1941, 
inv.11729
•   This work can be found on 
MMM +2



NUDES | CLOUDS 

Painting is a way of rearranging reality. Our 
Veil, as much as Black Magic, shows us a 
woman surrounded by sky and clouds in a 
curious way. In Magritte’s work she closes her 
eyes and drifts off in a dream. Thinking inspires 
freedom. In Samyn’s work, by contrast, the 
cloudy sky is not a place of “inspiration” but 
is a physical covering. Where is she? What 
is she looking at? In both images ambiguity 
prevails: freedom and confinement, distance 
and proximity, pleasure and danger, presence 
and absence.

The atmosphere changes; lighthearted 
in one painting, oppressive in the other. The 
“head in the clouds” makes us smile as well as 
having a sense of seriousness. With both of 
them however, the body is seen as more than 
just itself. And maybe it is precisely this which 
fascinates us in both pictures: the way in which 
someone can be transformed by thought, 
or by thinking of something else. Artists like 
Samyn and Magritte are able to capture this 
sense of infinity, within the confines of visual 
art. (M.K.)

VIEWPOINT 

How do you describe a cloud to someone who 
has never seen one? In Seeing Clouds, Fabrice 
Samyn takes up this challenge through poems 
written for people blind since birth, who then 
sculpt the clouds. In this way each person 
gives their viewpoint of the other. The visible 
becomes readable and vice versa. We find 
this idea of dialogue in The Art of Conversation 
by René Magritte: two figures are confronted 
by a large pile of stones from which we can 
make out words which are light and delicate 
(rêve/dream, trêve/truce…) or weighty and 
oppressive (crève/die, réveil/awakening…). It 
depends on your what you see.

Like Magritte, Fabrice Samyn also 
carves in stone. But by engraving a braille 
version of the poem on the base, he makes it 
inaccessible for us. The roles, usually assumed 
by those “who can see” and who are meant to 
guide visually-impaired people, are reversed. 
According to the artist, the work only makes 
sense with the intervention of a blind person 
who with his/her fingertips guides us and 
shares the words of the poem with us. The 
inclusive approach is reversed!

“I want to make the invisible visible” 
said Magritte. To see these clouds, we should 
close our elliptical shaped eyes and listen to 
what Fabrice Samyn clearly says in the title of 
this exhibition: “To See with Ellipse”…”To See 
with the Lips”. The words remain, the clouds are 
blown away.  (G.B.)

*The work exists as a sculptural entity but 
also includes an element of performance. 
Throughout the duration of the exhibition, the 
sculpture will occasionally be “activated” by 
someone who has been blind from birth..

Fabrice Samyn
Seeing Clouds (Cumulus 1), 2021, 
Courtesy of the artist

René Magritte 
The Art of Conversation, 1950
Private collection, Switzerland 

Fabrice Samyn
Our Veil, 2018, 
Private collection

René Magritte 
Black Magic, 1945, 
inv.10706
 • To be found on floor +2



TIME AFTER TIME…  

The passing of time shown as a slow changing 
of the light, in twelve stages in Fabrice Samyn’s 
work, from sunrise to sunset, but only in two 
in René Magritte’s work, where there is an 
uncompromising struggle between day and 
night.

The wonderful interaction of sunlight 
and atmosphere, which is repeated every 
twenty-four hours, remains, for both artists, 
a magical source of inspiration. Through 
man’s intervention, however, the cycle of 
light and dark has to compete with artificial 
light. A single street lamp is enough to save a 
shadowy landscape from complete darkness. 
But artificial light neither rises nor sets. It is 
turned on or turned off.

Samyn’s atmospheric domes explore 
an infinite range of colours. But they too are 
limited by a cosmic effect by reducing it to 
twelve parts for a half day. Magritte combines 
the two halves of the picture as one complete 
day, like the reverse sides of a medal. The 
cyclical evolution of time, light and colour 
means man is faced with vast expanses which 
are impossible to measure against his own 
ephemeral existence. Artists like Samyn and 
Magritte are able to capture this sense of the 
grandiose, within the confines of visual art.
(M.K.)

Fabrice Samyn
Untitled, from The Colour of Time 
series, 2016 
Courtesy of the artist

René Magritte 
The Empire of Light, 1954
inv.6715

EQUINOXE — ELLIPSE : SEE DIFFERENTLY 

Discussions with people blind from birth, led by the Musée sur Mesure at the 
initiative of Fabrice Samyn, on the theme of the perception of time.

“There is a feeling of light or of darkness on the skin”

“What do we see in the end? (…) it takes time thinking about what we 
don’t see, about what we don’t know that we don’t see…”

“People who see are more aware of space…. I position myself in time…
or rather maybe in the present…”

“If we reach for the sky there is something that opens up in the mind, 
there is something that opens up in the body…”

“When we approach something solid, for example a wall, it’s the 
structure that we sense…”

Thanks to Sylvie, Jeanne-Françoise, Lucie, Marieke, Brenda, Simon, Vincent, 
La Lumière asbl (Liège) and Sint Rafael (Gent). 

“Experiencing the visit to the Museum without seeing, appreciating a 
picture there that we can’t touch, connecting with the emotion of the work…. 
The particular experience of visually-impaired visitors’ surprises those who 

can see.Because “seeing” is perhaps not the only way to experience the 
world of museums….”

 

Marie-Suzanne Gilleman, Service Manager for the Musée sur Mesure at MRBAB and the programme 
Equinoxe

Guided tours for the public, visually-impaired or otherwise, as well as performances and “activations” 
of works, are organised throughout the duration of the exhibition. Further discussions can be seen in the 
Magritte Museum.



Many activities will take place around the exhibition, 
discover the full programme on www.fine-arts-museum.be/en/agenda/2021/10 R.E. : Michel Draguet, 9 rue du Musée, 1000 Brussels
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